ZAMBIA – WAY FORWARD

Team: Motivation
1. Prevalence Survey

Current status

• Preparations almost complete
• Testing phase
• Pilot

Lessons learnt from meeting

• Data management
  – As digital as possible
  – Paper-based back up (Pilot & 1st 3 clusters)
1. Prevalence Survey

Lessons learnt from meeting

- Case definitions especially with Xpert MT/RIF
- “Keep it simple” (Forms)
- Using barcodes in the Labs (re-look at use in the Central reference laboratory)
2. Check list on S & B

Current status

• Available opportunities to complement implementation
• Important to highlight gaps

Way forward

• To conduct assessment with Internal and external TA
3. ERR

Current status
• Paper based aggregated

Way forward
• Goal is to develop an ERR to capture case based data
• Explore ways of implementing the system
• engage all relevant stakeholders
4. DRS

Current status
• DRS completed in 2010

Way forward
• Report results
Thank you!
Zambia – Field team training